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Let V be a bounded domain with a smooth boundary such that there exists an
S1 group of isometric linear transformations on V. In the present paper, we
consider the multiple existence of solutions of the problem
yDu q g u s h , u g H 1 V , .  .0
1 . 2 .where g g C R and h g L V . Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS
Let V ; R N be a bounded domain with a smooth boundary ­ V. Let
0 - l - l F ??? be the sequence of eigenvalues of the boundary value1 2
problem
yD¨ s l¨ on V , ¨ s 0 on ­ V . L .
1 .  .Let g g C R with g 0 s 0. The multiplicity of solutions of problem
Du q g u s h , u g H 1 V P .  .  .0
 .  .has been studied by many authors in the case that g t s g t rt crossesÄ
 . < <  weigenvalues of problem L , as t varies from 0 to infinity cf. 2]4, 6, 9,
x. w x10 . It was shown by Castro and Lazer 6 that if g 9 is bounded and
 .  .  .l - inf g 9 t F lim g 9 t - l F l - g 9 0 - l , for some in-ky1 < t < ª` k m mq1
 .tegers k, m G 2, then problem P has at least three solutions provided
5 5 2 w xthat h is sufficiently small. Ambrosetti and Mancini 3 showed that ifL
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 .g 0 t t - 0 and k s m in the inequalities above, then the homogeneous
problem
Du q g u s 0, u g H 1 V P .  .  .0 0
has exactly three solutions. The existence of exactly three solutions for
 . w xproblem P was studied by Boccardo and Gallouet 4 . In case thatÈ
 .problem P is equivariant under a group action defined on the domain0
V, then we can make use of Ljusternik]Schnirelman theory for the study
 . 2of multiplicity of solutions of P . For example, if V is the unit disc in R ,0
1  .then a natural S -action is defined by the rotation in V and P is0
1 w xequivariant under this S -action. In this case, Costa and Willem 8 proved
that if the eigenfunctions corresponding to l , . . . , l are nonradial, thenk m
 . P has at least m y k q 1 nonradial geometrically distinct solutions cf.0
w x  ..Esteban 9 for radial solutions of P . Their proof is based on the0
minimax argument using S1-index theory. Our purpose in this paper is to
 .consider the multiplicity of solutions of nonhomogeneous problem P in
the case that an S1-action is provided on V. We show the multiple
 .existence of solutions of P , and the relation between the numbers of0
 .  .solutions P and P . Our approach is based on Morse theory and degree0
theory.
Throughout the rest of this paper, we assume that there exists an
1  . 1S -group of linear transformations R u acting on V such that for u g S ,
and x g V,
 .  .  .i the mapping u , x ª R u x is a continuous mapping;
 .  .ii the mapping x ª R u x is an isometry.
   . ..  .  . . 2 .Then we have that D u R u x s Du R u x for u g C V , x g V,
1  .   .4and u g S . Therefore problem P is equivariant with respect to R u .0
 . 1 2 .We denote by T u the representation of S on L V through the actions
 .of R u on V, i.e.,
T u u x s u R u x for all u g L2 V and x g V . .  .  .  . .  .
We set
Fix S1 s u g L2 V : T u u s u for all u g S1 . 4 .  .  .
w x   . 14 1 . 1 .We put u s T u u: u g S for u g H V . We call u, ¨ g H V0 0
w x w xgeometrically distinct if u / ¨ . For i, p G 1, we denote by
 . 1 .E l , l , . . . , l the subspace of H V spanned by eigenfunctionsi iq1 iqp 0
corresponding to eigenvalues l , l , . . . , l . Then from the assump-i iq1 iqp
 .   .4tion, E l , l , . . . , l is a finite dimensional and T u -invarianti iq1 iqp
1 2 Ä .  .subset of H V . For each h g L V , we write h s H h dx and h s h y0 V
< <  < < 4h, respectively. For a set A of real numbers, A stands for max x : x g A .
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We assume the following conditions,
1  4there exist integers m ) k G 2 such that Fix S l E l , . . . , l s 0 .  .k m
g1 .
and
l - inf g 9 t F g ` - l F l - g 0 F sup g 9 t - l , 1.1 .  .  .  .  .Ä Äky1 k m mq1
tgR tgR
 .  .  .  .where g t s g t rt for t g R and g 9 ` s lim g 9 t .Ä < t < ª`
We can now state our main results. We first state a slight modification
w xof the multiplicity result due to Castro and Lazer 6 .
w x  .THEOREM 1 6 . Suppose that g1 holds with m ) k q 2. Then there
2 .  1. 5 5exists r ) 0 such that for h g L V l Fix S satisfying h - r, problem
 .P possesses at least three geometrically distinct solutions.
Remark 1. If V is a disc or an annulus in R2 with an S1-action
 1.provided by the rotation in V, then h g Fix S means that h is a radical
function in V.
2 .  1.In the following we study the case that h g L V _ Fix S . We first
 .consider the relation between the number of solutions for P and that of0
 .P .
 .THEOREM 2. Suppose that g1 holds with m ) k q 2. Assume in addi-
 .tion that problem P has at most a finite number of solutions. Then there0
2 .  1.exists positi¨ e constant r such that for each h g L V _ Fix S satisfying
5 5  . 1 .  1.h - r, problem P possesses at least fi¨ e solutions in H V _ Fix S .0
We next consider sufficient conditions for multiple existence of solutions
 .of P .
 .THEOREM 3. Suppose that g1 holds with l ) l and thatm k
g t s g t rt ) g 9 t for t / 0 and M s max g 0 t - `. .  .  .  .Ä
tgR
g2 .
2 .Then there exist positi¨ e constants C and r such that for each h g L V _
 1. 5 5  .Fix S satisfying h - r, problem P possesses at least fi¨ e solutions in
1 .  1. < y1 . <H V _ Fix S pro¨ided that g l F C.Ä0 m
 .  .  . < <Remark 2. It follows from g2 that g t s g t rt is decreasing as tÄ
y1 .varies from 0 to infinity. Then the set g l consists of two points. TheÄ m
 .  .  .multiplicity of solutions of P under conditions g1 and g2 was consid-
w x  w x.ered by Ambrosetti and Mancini 3 cf. also Castro and Lazer 6 .
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 .THEOREM 4. Suppose that g1 holds. Then there exists a positi¨ e number
 .  . 2 .  1.r and a mapping d : 0, r ª 0, r such that for each h g L V _ Fix S
Ä5 5 5 5 5 5.  .satisfying h - r and h - d h , problem P possesses at least four
1 .  1.solutions in H V _ Fix S .0
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
1 .Let n G 1 and M be an n-manifold. A function h g C M, R is said to
 w x.be a Morse function if each critical point of h is nondegenerate cf. 11 .
 .  .For a pair A, B of topological spaces, we denote by H# A, B s
  .4  .  n .4.  .H A, B H* A, B s H A, B the singular homology cohomologyn
 .groups with coefficient group Z. In case B s B, we write H# A s
 .  .4   .4.  .  . n .4H# A, B H A s H A, B and H* A s H* A, B H A sn n
 n .4. 5 5  :H A, B , respectively. We denote by ? and ? , ? the norm and
2 . 2 .inner product of L V . For each h g L V , we put
1  .u x2h < <F u s =u dx y g t dt dx .  .H H H2 V V 0
q h x u x dx , u g H 1 V . .  .  .H 0
V
0 h  .It is easy to see that critical points of F and F are solutions of P and0
 . 1 .P , respectively. For simplicity of notations, we set H s H V and0
 .E s E l , l , . . . , l . E stands for the orthogonal space to E , i.e.,1 k kq1 m 2 1
H s E [ E . The space E has a decomposition E s E1. [ E2., where1 2 2 2 2 2
1.  . 2.  .  .E s E l , . . . and E s E l , . . . , l . D x stands for the open2 mq1 2 1 ky1 r
2 .ball in E centered at x with radius r. Let f g C E , R . We denote by1 1
2  .=f and D f the gradient and Hessian of f , respectively. deg =f , V, ¨
stands for the topological degree of =f at ¨ relative to an open set V. Let
u be a critical point of f. Then the space E has a canonical decomposi-1
2  .  .tion E s E [ E [ E where D f u is a positive negative definite on1 y 0 q
 . 2  .  .E E and E is the kernel of D f u . We set m f , u s dim E andq y 0 " "
 .   .4  .m f , u s dim E . We note that if f is T u -invariant, then m f , u G 10 0 0
 4  4for any critical point u g E _ 0 of f. In fact, if u g E _ 0 is a critical1 1
  . 4 1point of f , then T u u is a set of critical points of f and then f isu g S
 .   . 4degenerate at u. For f g C E , R , we set f s ¨ g E : f ¨ F c . Let1 c 1
2 .  .h g L V . From condition 1.1 , we have that for each ¨ g E , there1
h .exists a unique element w ¨ g E satisfying2
Dw h ¨ q g ¨ q w h ¨ y h , z s 0 for all z g E , 2.1 : .  .  . . 2
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h 1 .  w x. 2 .and that w g C E , E cf. 2, 6 . We define a functional f g C E , R1 2 1
by
f h ¨ s F h ¨ q w h ¨ for all ¨ g E . .  . . 1
Then from the definition of w h, we have that for each ¨ , z g E ,1
 h : h h=f ¨ , z s =F ¨ q w ¨ , z : .  . .
 :s y D ¨ q w ¨ y g ¨ q w ¨ q h , z 2.2 .  .  . .  .
and
 2 h : 2 h h h hD f ¨ , z , z s D F ¨ q w ¨ z q w 9 ¨ z , z q w 9 ¨ z : .  .  .  . .  . .  .
2.3 .
 w x.  .  .cf. 6, pp. 120]121 . It then follows from 2.1 and 2.2 that ¨ g E is a1
h . hcritical point of f if and only if ¨ q w ¨ is a critical point of F . In the
following, we write, for simplicity, w and f instead of w 0 and f 0. Let w :i
 i.  .  .  .E ª E , i s 1, 2, be functions such that w ¨ s w ¨ q w ¨ for all1 2 1 2
¨ g E . Then we have1
F ¨ q w ¨ q z F f ¨ s F ¨ q w ¨ F F ¨ q w ¨ q y 2.4 .  .  .  .  . . .  .1 2
1. 2.  w x.for all ¨ g E , y g E , and z g E cf. Amann and Zehnder 2 . We1 2 2
also have that there exists g ) 0 such that
h h9 25 5w ¨ y w ¨ F g h y h9 for all h , h9 g L V and ¨ g E . .  .  . 1
2.5 .
2 .In fact, by the definition, we have that for h, h9 g L V , ¨ g E , and1
z g E ,2
D w h ¨ y w h9 ¨ q g ¨ q w h ¨ y g ¨ q w h9 ¨ y h y h9 , z : .  .  .  .  . .  .  .
s 0.
 . h . h9 .  h . h9 ..Let a s inf g 9 t . We put z s w ¨ y w ¨ y w ¨ y w ¨ int g R 1 1 2 2
the equality above. Then noting that
g ¨ qw h ¨ yg ¨ qw h9 ¨ , w h ¨ yw h9 ¨ y w h ¨ yw h9 ¨ : .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .1 1 2 2
2 2h h9 h h9F l w ¨ y w ¨ y a w ¨ y w ¨ , .  .  .  .m 1 1 2 2
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we have
2 2h h9 h h9l y l w ¨ y w ¨ q a y l w ¨ y w ¨ .  .  .  .  .  . .  .mq 1 m 1 1 ky1 2 2
h h9 h h9 5 5F w ¨ y w ¨ q w ¨ y w ¨ h y h9 . .  .  .  . .  . .1 1 2 2
 .  w x. hThus we have that 2.5 holds cf. 10 . Then by the definition of f and
 .  . h .2.5 , we have that the mapping h, ¨ ª f ¨ is uniformly continuous on
2 .bounded sets of L V = E . It also follows from the definition of w that1
T u w ¨ s w T u ¨ for all ¨ g E . 2.6 .  .  .  . . 1
In fact, we have that for each z g E ,2
 :DT u w ¨ q g T u ¨ q T u w ¨ , z .  .  .  .  . .
s y=T u w ¨ =z q T u g ¨ q w ¨ z dx .  .  .  . . .H
V
 :s Dw ¨ q g ¨ q w ¨ , T yu z s 0. .  .  . .
 .  .Then by the definition of w, we find 2.6 holds. Equality 2.6 implies that
  .4f is invariant under T u . That is,
f ¨ s f T u ¨ for all ¨ g H 1 V and u g S1. .  .  . . 0
 .  .  .Noting that w9 0 is a mapping from E to E , we have by 2.1 and 2.31 2
that
2  : :D f 0 ¨ , ¨ s y D ¨ q w9 0 ¨ q g 9 0 ¨ q w9 0 ¨ , ¨ q w9 0 ¨ .  .  .  .  . .  .
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2s =¨ y g 9 0 ¨ - l y g 9 0 ¨ - 0 2.7 .  .  . .m
 4  .for all ¨ g E _ 0 . Then since =f 0 s 0, 0 is a local maximum of f.1
Moreover, we can see that 0 is an isolated critical point of f. Recalling that
 . h h h ..g ` - l , we have by the definition of F that lim F ¨ q w ¨Ä k 5¨ 5 ª` 1
 .s `. Then by 2.4 , we find that
lim f h ¨ s `, for h g L2 V . 2.8 .  .  .
5 5¨ ª`
 .  h . 4It then follows c h s inf f ¨ : ¨ g E ) y`. Also we can choose am 1
 .point e g E such that f e ) 0. Here we set1 1 1
w xG s a g C 0, 1 , E : a 0 s 0, a 1 s e 4 .  . .1 1
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and
h w xc h s max min f a t : t g 0, 1 4 .  . .p
agG
h w xs y min max yf a t : t g 0, 1 . 4 . .
agG
 .  .We write c and c instead of c 0 and c 0 , respectively. Then by thep m p m
 w x.  .mountain pass theorem cf. 14 , we have that c - 0 is a critical value ofp
 .f. On the other hand, by assumption g1 , we have
 w x.LEMMA 2.1 cf. 5 . There exist positi¨ e integers j, m , . . . , m such that E1 j 1
j  .can be identified with C , and the T u ha¨e the isometric representation
T u u s eim1u u , . . . , eim ju u for u g C j. 2.9 .  . .1 j
 .  .  .Sketch of the Proof of Lemma 2.1. Since T u q b s T u T b for
u , b g R, we can see that
T 9 b s T 9 0 T b for b g R .  .  .
and then
T u s exp u L . .  .
 .  .Here L s T 9 0 . Then by the theory of linear differential equations, T u
has a matrix representation
 4diag M , . . . , M ,1 k
where M s 1 ori
cos b u ysin b ui iM si  /sin b u cos b ui i
 4  .for some b g N _ 0 . Since F S l E s f, we find that M / 1 andi 1 1 i
dim E is even. Here we put 2 j s dim E . Then by identifying E with C j,1 1 1
we obtain the assertion.
 .In the following, we denote by L the set of T u -invariant functionals
2  4 .h g C E _ 0 , R such that for each c g R, h contains at most a finite1 c
 .number of geometrically distinct critical points and m h, u s 1 for each0
critical point u of h. This implies that for each critical point u of f g L,
  . 4T u u is an isolated set of critical points.
ÄLEMMA 2.2. For any d ) 0, there exists f g L such that
Ä 15 5f y f - d , 2.10 .C
5 5 1 1  4 .where ? stands for the norm of C E _ 0 , R .C 1
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Proof. We first recall that 0 is an isolated critical point of f. That is,
 .  4there exists r ) 0 such that =f / 0 on D 0 _ 0 . We define an equivalentr
w x w xrelation in E by ¨ ; w if and only if ¨ s w . Then from the represen-1
 .   4.tation 2.9 , we have that the quotient space M s E _ 0 r; endowed1
 . with the standard quotient topology is 2 j y 1 -manifold. See the Ap-
Ä.  .   .4pendix. For each f g C M, R , we can define a T u -invariant func-M
Ä  4tional f on E _ 0 by1
Ä Ä 1w x  4f T u u s f u for all u g E _ 0 and u g S . . .  .M 1
Ä Ä  .It is obvious that the mapping f ª f is an isomorphism from C M, RM
2 .  w x.onto L. Since Morse functions form a dense set in C M, R cf. 11 , we
Ä 2 Ä .  .  .can find a Morse function f g C M, R satisfying that f x s f x onM
Ä Ä1 . 5 5D 0 and f y f - d . Since f is Morse function, we have from theCr M
Ä Ä w xdefinition of f that for each critical point of f , u is an isolated set of
Ä .  .critical points and m f , u s 1. On the other hand, we have by 2.8 and0
Ä Ä .  .2.10 that lim f ¨ s `. Then f is bounded for any c g R. Thus we5¨ 5 ª` c
Äcan see that f contains at most a finite number of geometrically distinctc
Äcritical points. That is, we have that f g L.
Ä ÄLEMMA 2.3. Let f g L, c be a critical ¨alue of f and e ) 0 satisfies that c
Ä w xis the unique critical ¨alue of f in c y e , c q e . Then
q Ä ÄS y1 rank H f , f s 0. 2.11 .  . /q q cqe cye
Ä n Äy1 4  .Proof. Let f , c, and e satisfy the assumption. Let u ; f c bei is1
Äthe set of geometrically distinct critical points of f. For d ) 0, we set
 .    . .41B u s D D T u u for 1 F i F n. Here we choose d ) 0 sod i u g S d i
Äy1 .  .  . small that B u l B u s B for i / j and D B u ; f c y e ,d i d j i d i
.c q e . Then we have
Ä ÄH# f , f /cqe cye
Ä Ä( H# f , f _ T u u 1 4 .Dc c i ugS /
i
Ä Ä( H# f l B u , f l B u _ T u u 1 4 .  .  .D D Dc d i c d i i ugS / /
i i i
Ä Ä( [ H# f l B u , f l B u _ T u u 2.121 4 .  .  .  . . .i c d i c d i i ugS
Ä w x.  4  .cf. Theorem 1.3 of Chang 7 . Let u g u and k s m f , u . Theni y
 . 1Morse index of T u u is k for all u g S . Therefore we find that
Ä 1 k Ä 1 k .   .   . 4 .1f l B u ( S = D and f l B u _ T u u ( S = ­ D , wherec d c d u g S
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Dk and ­ Dk stand for the unit ball in Rk and the boundary of Dk,
1 k  .respectively. Then since S = D is a k q 1 -manifold with boundary
 1 k . 1 k ­ S = D s S = ­ D , we have by Lefschetz's duality theorem cf.
w x.Spanier 15 that
Ä Ä 1H f l B u , f l B u _ T u u 4 .  .  . . .ugSn c d c d
( H S1 = Dk , S1 = ­ Dk .n
( H S1 = Dk , ­ S1 = Dk . .n
( H kq1yn S1 = Dk .
( H kq1yn S1 .
i 1. i 1.for each n G 0. Then since rank H S s 0 for i G 2 and rank H S s 1
for i s 0, 1, we have
q Ä Ä 1S y1 rank H f l B u , f l B u _ T u u s 0. 4 .  .  .  . . . ugSq q c d c d
 .Therefore the assertion follows from 2.12 .
LEMMA 2.4. Let c be a critical point of f and e be a positi¨ e number such
 . w xthat c y e and c q e are regulars ¨alue of f with f 0 f c y e , c q e . Then
deg =f , fy1 c y e , c q e , 0 s 0. . . .
 . wProof. Let c y e and c q e be regular values of f with f 0 f c y e ,
x wc q e . Then we can choose s ) 0 so small that the intervals c"e y s ,
x  . wc " e q s are sets of regular values of f with f 0 f c y e y s , c q e
xq s . Then
y1 w xr s inf =f x : x g f j c " e y s , c " e q s ) 0. 4 .  .
Ä 2  4 .By Lemma 2.2, we have that there exists f g C E _ 0 , R satisfying1
 .  42.10 with d s min sr2, rr2 . Then we have that
Ä Äf ; f ; f ; f . 2.13 .c" eys c" e c" eqs r2 c" eqs
ÄThis implies f are deformation retracts of f , respectively. Thenc" eys c" e
we have
Ä ÄH# f , f ( H# f , f ( H# f , f . 2.14 .  .  . /cqe cye cqeys cyeys cqe cye
ÄOn the other hand, by the assumption, f has a finite number of critical
values c y e - c - c - ??? - c - c q e . Let e ) 0 such that e - e1 2 n 0 0
w x w xand c y e , c q e l c y e , c q e s B for i / j. Then by Lemmai 0 i 0 j 0 j 0
2.3,
q Ä ÄS y1 rank H f , f s 0 for all 1 F i F n. 2.15 .  . /q q c qe c yei 0 i 0
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w x w xThen we have by the Morse inequalities 7, 11 , Theorem 4.2 of Chang 7 ,
 .and 2.14 that
qy1deg =f , f c q e , c y e , 0 s S y1 rank H f , f .  .  . . q q cqe cye
q Ä Äs S y1 rank H f , f .  /q q cqe cye
q Ä Äs S S y1 rank H f , f s 0 .  /i q q c qe c yei 0 i 0
 w x w x.cf. also Theorem 4.1 of Chang 7 and Hofer 12 . This completes the
proof.
Remark 3. Lemma 2.2, Lemma 2.3, and Lemma 2.4 are valid in case
 .that f 0 / 0.
y1 .LEMMA 2.5. If c s c , then f c consists of infinitely many geometri-p m m
cally distinct critical points.
Proof. Since m ) k q 2, we have that dim E G 4. Suppose that c s1 p
y1 .c . Then E _ f c consists of at least two disjoint components. In fact,m 1 m
  . y1 .for any path p g G, p t l f c / B. That is, the component of0 F t F1 m
y1 .E _ f c which contains 0 is not path connected with the component of1 m
y1 . y1 .E _ f c containing e . On the other hand, if f c contains at most1 m 1 m
 y1 . n w xfinite geometrically distinct critical points i.e., f c s D u form is1 i
 4n . y1 .some u ; E , then since dim E G 4, we have that E _ f c is ai is1 1 1 1 m
path connected set. This completes the proof.
3. PROOF OF THEOREMS
 .From 2.7 , we can choose d ) 0 such that0
e s sup f x : x g ­ D 0 - 0. 3.1 .  .  . 40 d 0
 .Let d ) 0 be a positive number such that d ) d and e g D 0 . We1 1 2 1 d12 . 5 5next choose r ) 0 so small that for each h g L V with h - r ,0 0
hf ¨ y f ¨ - e r3 for all ¨ g D 0 . 3.2 .  .  .  .0 d1
 .  . 2 . 5 5It then follows from 3.1 and 3.2 that for each h g L V with h - r ,0
f h ¨ - 2e r3 on ­ D 0 , and f h 0 ) e . 3.3 .  .  .  .0 d 00
h h  . h .Then f has a local maximum u in D 0 . Since f e ) ye r3 byd 1 00
 .  . h  .3.2 , it also follows that c h is a critical value of f and that c h -p p
h . h h.f 0 F f u .
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 .Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose that problem P has at most finitely0
many geometrically distinct critical points. Then by Lemma 2.5, we have
that c - c . Let e ) s ) 0 satisfy c q e q s - c y e y s - c q e qm p m p p
w x ws - 0 and the intervals M s c " e y s , c " e q s , P s c " e y" m m " p
xs , c " e q s consist of regular values of f. Here we choose a positivep
number r - r so small that =f h / 0 on M j P and0 " "
hf x y f x - sr2 for x g f . 3.4 .  .  .0
It then follows that
f ; f h ; f ; f h 3.5 .c " eys c " e c " eqs r2 c " eqsp p p p
and
f ; f h ; f ; f h 3.6 .c " eys c " e c " eqs r2 c " eqsm m m m
2 . 5 5 2 . 5 5for all h g L V with h - r. Now fix h g L V satisfying h - r. Let
h  .K and K be the sets of critical values of f with critical values c hm p m
 .  .  .and c h . By 3.4 , we have that c y e - c h - c q e and c y e -p p p p m
 .c h - c q e . If K or K contains infinitely many critical points, thenm m m p
the assertion holds. Suppose that each point in K j K is isolated. Thenm p
 . w xfrom the definition of c h we have by Theorem 1 of Hofer 13 that therep
 . y1 .exist u g K and a neighborhood V u ; f c y e , c q e of up, 1 p p, 1 p p p, 1
such that
2 jy1hdeg =f , V u , 0 s y1 s y1. 3.7 .  .  . .p , 1
On the other hand, let u g K . Then we have by Theorem 1 ofm , 1 m
w x  . y1Rabinowitz 14 that there exists a neighborhood U u ; f c y e ,m , 1 p
.c q e of u such thatp m , 1
deg =f h , V u , 0 s 1. 3.8 .  . .m , 1
 .We have by Lemma 2.4 and 3.5 that
y1h hdeg =f , f c y e , c q e , 0 . . /p p
p h hs S y1 rank H f , f .  /p p c qe c yep p
ps S y1 rank H f , f s 0. 3.9 .  . .p p c qe c yep p
 .  . y1 .It then follows from 3.7 and 3.9 that f c y e , c q e contains ap p
 .  .critical point u different from u . We also have by 3.8 and 3.9 withp, 2 p, 1
 .c replaced by c that there exists a critical point u / u inp m m , 2 m , 1
y1 .f c , c . Thus we have proved that there exist five critical pointsmy e mqe
hu , u , u , u , and u of f. This completes the proof.p, 1 p, 2 m , 1 m , 2
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2 .Proof of Theorem 1. Let r ) 0 be as in Theorem 1. Let h g L V l
 1. 5 5Fix S with h - r. Then by the proof of Theorem 1, we have that there
h h . h . h h.exists solutions u , u , and u such that f u - f u - f u . Thenp m m p
h   .4 hsince f is invariant under T u , u , u , and u are geometricallym p
distinct.
 .  .Proof of Theorem 3. Let C s l y l r2 M. Then by g2 , we have0 m k
that
w xg 9 t ) l q l r2 for all t g yC , C . 3.10 .  .  .k m 0 0
On the other hand, by the hypothesis, we have that w is globally2
 w x. 2.Lipschetz continuous cf. Proposition 2.1 of 2 . Since E is a finite2
dimensional space spanned by continuous functions, we have, noting that
Ä Ä . 5  . 5 5 5w 0 s 0, that there exists C ) 0 such that w ¨ F C ¨ for ¨ g E ,` `2 2 1
5 5 ` .where ? denotes the norm L V . Let z be a normalized eigenfunction`
 .of problem L corresponding to eigenvalue l . Let p ) 0 satisfy thatk 1
Ä5 5 5 5 < < 5 5  .p z s z . We fix t g R such that t s tz s p C r C q 1 and put`1 1 0
 . 5   . 5¨ s tz. Then by 3.10 , we have that ¨ q w ¨ F C . It then follows`2 0
that
l q l . 2k m
G ¨ q w ¨ x G ¨ q w ¨ x for all x g V , .  .  .  . .  . .2 24
 . . ¨  x .  .where G ¨ x s H g t dt for ¨ g H. This implies that0
1 l ql .2 k m 2
f ¨ FF ¨ qw ¨ F = ¨ qw ¨ y ¨ qw ¨ .  .  .  . .  .2 2 22 4
l y l .m k 2F y ¨ q w ¨ . /24
l y l .m k 25 5F y ¨ .
4
l y l . 2m k 2 2 ÄF y p C r C q 1 . .1 04
2 2 Ä 2 .  .That is, c F ym s y l y l p C r4 C q 1 . On the other hand,m 0 m k 1 0
 .we have by g2 that
y1< < < <g t F l t for t G C s g l . .  .Äm 1 m
 .Let w be a normalized eigenfunction of L corresponding to the eigen-
<  . <  . w xvalue l . Noting that g t F g 0 for t g yC , C , we findÄm 1 1
l 2m2 < <G tw q w tw F g 0 C V q tw q w tw 3.11 .  .  .  . .  .Ä .1 1 12
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 .  .for each t g R. Then by 2.4 and 3.11 , we have
f tw G F tw q w tw .  . .1
1 2 2 2 < <G = tw q w tw y l tw q w tw y g 0 C V .  .  . . Ä /1 m 1 12
2 < <G yg 0 C V . .Ä 1
  . < <.1r2Thus we find that if C - C s y m rg 0 V , thenÄ1 0
f tw ) ym for all t g R . . 0
This implies that c - c . Then the assertion follows from the proof ofm p
Theorem 2.
2 .  1.Proof of Theorem 4. Let h g L V _ Fix S such that m s H h dx /V
 . < <1r2 m0. Then using 3.3 with h s m, we have that if m V - r , then f has0
a local maximum around 0. Since 0 is not a critical point of f m, we have
that
c s max f m ¨ : ¨ g D ) f m 0 . 3.12 .  .  . 4d0
m   .4Here we note that since f is invariant under T u , Lemma 2.2, Lemma
2.3, and Lemma 2.4 are valid with f replaced by f m. We now choose
 m ..positive numbers e and s such that c y f 0 r2 ) e ) s , intervals
w x mM s c " e y s , c " e q s consist of regular values of f . We next"
Ä h . 5 5  < <.choose a positive number d m such that if h - d m , then =f s
Ämqh m .=f / 0 on M and satisfies 3.4 with f replaced by f . Then we have"
by Lemma 2.4 with f replaced by f m that
y1h hdeg =f , f c y e , c q e , 0 s 0. 3.13 .  . . /
On the other hand, since dr2 ) e ) s , f h has a local maximum u inM , 1
 h .D . Then there exists a neighborhood V of u such that deg =f , V, 0d M , 10
 .2 j  .s y1 s 1. It follows from 3.13 that there exists a critical point
 .u mu . We also have by the same argument as in the proof ofM , 2 M , 2
Theorem 2 that there exists two critical points in f . This completes thec qem
proof.
APPENDIX
j  j  4We identify E with C . It is well known that C _ 0 r; is a1
 .2 j y 1 -manifold. We give a sketch of the proof for completeness. For
j w xeach u g C , we denote by u the ith element of u. Let U s u g M:i i, n
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< < 4u ) 1rn for 1 F i F j, and n G 1. We define a mapping c : U ª R =i i, n
jy1  . j 2p iu X X  4C by z s z , z , . . . , z g C with z s e z , where z g R _ 0 .1 2 j i i i
We define a mapping c : U ª R = C jy1 byi, n i, n
w x 2p im iqu .r m1 X 2p im iqu r m j.c z s e z , . . . , z , . . . , e z . .  .i , n 1 i j
Then it is easy to see that c is well defined on U and is a homeomor-i, n i, n
phism. It is also easy to see that U , c and U , c are compatiblei, n i, n i9, n9 i9, n9
 4for any i, i9, n, and n9. Then U s U , c is an atlas for M. Then thei, n i, n
  4. `quotient space H y 0 rs is a C -mainfold.n
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